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INTEGRAL LEAK MEASUREMENT USING SF6 GAS
The integral and automated leakage measurement on serial com-
ponents and assemblies is the proven strength of these systems. 
Even the smallest leaks are detected quickly and reliably.



MODEL RANGE LEAKSCANNER
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LASER-OPTIC TEST METHOD

Conventional test methods are often time consuming with the results sometimes not being precise enough or not reproducible. With 
leak testing units by DILO with a laser-optic measurement system and SF6 test gas, imprecise and complicated test methods are no lon-
ger an issue. The laser-optic test method delivers fast and reproducible measurement results. It is particularly suited for quality testing 
and manufacturing control in the production of sophisticated serial components.

System's benefi ts: 

▪ Detectable leaks to 1*10-9 mbar l/s (dependent on chamber volume and test time)

▪ Detection limit of laser system < 1 ppb (0.001 ppm) 

▪ Test results are displayed within a few minutes 

▪ As only rough vacuum (10 - 20 mbar) is needed no expensive stainless steel chambers are required 

▪ Degassing components, moisture and heat do not impair the test result 

▪ In case of SF6-fi lled components no handling of additional test gas is required 

▪ The leak test can be carried out under vacuum or atmospheric pressure

Model range "LeakScanner SV" - from S to XXL

DILO builds SF6 leak testing units for integral leak measurement using SF6 gas in various sizes - from around 50 l to approx. 50,000 l.

The integral and automated leakage measurement on serial components and assemblies is the proven strength of these systems. Even 
the smallest leaks are detected quickly and reliably.

We always manufacture the systems according to customer specifi cations while focussing on a user and maintenance-friendly confi gu-
ration. We exclusively use hermetically sealed components which do not allow emissions into the environment.

To ensure an optimal workfl ow, the system design is always adjusted to the customer's production environment.

Detailed information can be found on our website.
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VACUUM TEST CHAMBERS

Vacuum testing of smaller components (without gas handling)  

This model range with a chamber volume of approx. 50 - 500 l is the ideal solution for testing smaller components where gas handling 
can take place outside the test chamber. 

Vacuum testing of larger components (with or without integrated gas handling) 

We manufacture systems of this model range with a chamber volume of 500 l to approx.20,000 l. We recommend this model range 
where larger components need to be tested or where integrated gas handling in the test chamber is required. In this case, the test 
objects are fi lled with SF6 in the chamber. Gradual evacuation and fi lling of the test objects is also possible in order to avoid an inadmis-
sible di� erential pressure between the test object and chamber.

Example
Model range "LeakScanner SV"

without gas handling

Example
Model range "LeakScanner SV"

with integrated gas handling

Example
Model range "LeakScanner SV"
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ATMOSPHERIC TEST CHAMBER

Type "LeakScanner SA"

With atmospheric test chambers it is not necessary to evacuate air before the test process. Test chambers of this construction type can 
be manufactured at signifi cantly lower cost with a signifi cantly larger volume than vacuum chambers. We build these chambers with a 
chamber volume of up to 50 m³. This allows for reliable testing of even larger units and assemblies. 

However, we also recommend atmospheric testing when delicate, vacuum-sensitive components such as devices with touch screens 
need to be tested for their leak tightness. 

This system confi guration also allows the fi lling of the test objects with SF6 gas in the test chamber and subsequent recovery of the 
gas. However, with atmospheric pressure, the test duration is on average 10 - 30 times longer as the increase in concentration for 
atmospheric pressure is signifi cantly lower.

Example
Atmospheric test chamber with automa-
tic roller shutter
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